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Abbreviations
for units of measurement
should be unpunctuated, with no distinction
between
singular
and plural forms. Mu!tiples of units should be indicated
as follows:
kg, g, mg, tg (not
ug, mcg, or y), ng, pg. Abbreviations
to be used for units of
measurement
are:
Mass: g (gram);
mol (mole);
eq (equivalent).
Do not use M as
an abbreviation
for mole, as M is used solely as the concentration
term molar.
Concentration:
M (molar);
N (normal);
% (jercent).
In the
latter
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basis

of

formulation
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be

indicated
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%

(w/w), % (w/v), or % (v/v) to signify g/100 g, g/100 ml, or mIJlOO
ml. The term mg% should not be used. Mixtures
should be shown
as, for example: acetone/0.5 M KC1/glacial acetic acid, 1:5:2
(v/v).
Length:
m (meter);
j.m (micrometer).
Where
common
usage
dictates,A (Angstrom)
may be used.
Volume:
liter should be spelled out, to avoid confusion
with the
numeral
1. Abbreviate
compound
words containing
the root liter,
as ml,

p.!, etc.

Time:
units
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Radioactivity:
Ci (curie);
r (roentgen);
cpm or dpm (counts
or
disintegrations
per mm).
Electricity:
V (volt); amp (ampere);
Hz (cycles/sec).
Spectrometry:
A
[absorbance
(not OD or E) at 000 nm (not
mp.) wavelength];
#{128}
(molar absorption
coefficient,
with units M
cm
1); UV (ultraviolet);
IR (infrared);
ESR (electron-spin
resonance);
NMR
(nuclear
magnetic
resonance);
5 [chemical
shift,
with units ppm (parts per million)];
s (singlet);
d (doublet);
(triplet);
m (multiplet);
amu (atomic
mass units); m/z (mass/charge
ratio).
Chromatography:
TLC (thin-layer
chromatography);
RF (retardation factor);
GLC (gas-liquid
chromatography);
RT (retention
time); GC/MS
(coupled
gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry);
HPLC (high-pressure
liquid chromatography).
Equilibrium
and kinetic
constants:
Kd (dissociation
constant);
K or K, (dissociation
constant
of enzyme-substrate
or enzymeinhibitor
complex);
KM (Michaelis
constant);
Vm
(maximum
initial velocity);
k (rate constant);
P’a
(negative
logarithm
of
acidic dissociation
constant);
t112,
half-life;
AUC, area under the
curve of plasma
concentrations
vs. time.
Statistics:
p (probability
of chance
observation);
N (number
of
experiments);
SD (standard
deviation
of the series);
SE (standard
error of the mean).
Other abbreviations:
#{176}C
(degrees
of temperature);
g (acceleration due to gravity,
as in 9000g);
rpm (revolutions
per ruin); LD50
and ED50 (median
lethal and effective
doses); iv (intravenous);
ip
(intraperitoneal);
im (intramuscular);
sc (subcutaneous);
po (peroral); m.p. (melting
point); sp.g. (specific
gravity).
Drugs
and chemicals:
The following
abbreviations
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used
without
definition:
NAD,
NADH,
NADP,
NADPH,
FMN, FAD, ATP et al., RNA, DNA, UDP-glucuronic
acid, Tris,
EDTA;
SKF 525-A;
all other abbreviations
should be explained
in
a single footnote
at the point of use of the first one. Cytochromes
should be named as follows:
cytochrome
b5, cytochrome
c, cytochrome
P450. Generic
names of drugs should be used; the tradename,
capitalized,
may be given
in parentheses
after the first use
of the generic
name.
Where
no generic
name
exists,
a code
number
may be used, but the full chemical
name of the compound
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the first
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of the number.

Trade-names
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The composite
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in the case of racemates,
and
(Z/E)- or cis/transin the case of that type of isomer is obligatory.
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of the composite
nature of the drugs studies for
the interpretation
of the data measured
and the conclusions
drawn
must be made explicit.
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